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1. Introduction 
Robustness is of crucial importance in control system design because the real engineering 
systems are vulnerable to external disturbance and measurement noise and there are always 
differences between mathematical models used for design and the actual system. Typically, it 
is required to design a controller that will stabilize a plant, if it is not stable originally, and to 
satisfy certain performance levels in the presence of disturbance signals, noise interference, 
unmodelled plant dynamics and plant-parameter variations. These design objectives are best 
realized via the feedback control mechanism (Fig. 1), although it introduces in the issues of 
high cost (the use of sensors), system complexity (implementation and safety) and more 
concerns on stability (thus internal stability and stabilizing controllers) (Gu, Petkov, & 
Konstantinov, 2005). In abstract, a control system is robust if it remains stable and achieves 
certain performance criteria in the presence of possible uncertainties. The robust design is to 
find a controller, for a given system, such that the closed-loop system is robust. 
In this chapter, the basic concepts and representations of a robust adaptive wavelet neural 
network control for the case study of buck converters will be discussed. 
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: In section 2 the advantages of neural 
network controllers over conventional ones will be discussed, considering the efficiency of 
introduction of wavelet theory in identifying unknown dependencies. Section 3 presents an 
overview of the buck converter models. In section 4, a detailed overview of WNN methods is 
presented. Robust control is introduced in section 5 to increase the robustness against noise by 
implementing the error minimization. Section 6 explains the stability analysis which is based 
on adaptive bound estimation. The implementation procedure and results of AWNN 
controller are explained in section 7. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed 
method in comparison to other previous works. The final section concludes the chapter. 
2. Overview of wavelet neural networks 
The conventional Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers have been widely used 
in industry due to their simple control structure, ease of design, and inexpensive cost (Ang, 
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Chong, & Li, 2005). However, successful applications of the PID controller require the 
satisfactory tuning of parameters according to the dynamics of the process. In fact, most PID 
controllers are tuned on-site. The lengthy calculations for an initial guess of PID parameters 
can often be demanding if we know a few about the plant, especially when the system is 
unknown. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Feedback control system design. 
There has been considerable interest in the past several years in exploring the applications of 
Neural Network (NN) to deal with nonlinearities and uncertainties of the real-time control 
system (Sarangapani, 2006). It has been proven that artificial NN can approximate a wide 
range of nonlinear functions to any desired degree of accuracy under certain conditions 
(Sarangapani, 2006). It is generally understood that the selection of the NN training 
algorithm plays an important role for most NN applications. In the conventional gradient-
descent-type weight adaptation, the sensitivity of the controlled system is required in the 
online training process. However, it is difficult to acquire sensitivity information for 
unknown or highly nonlinear dynamics. In addition, the local minimum of the performance 
index remains to be challenged (Sarangapani, 2006). In practical control applications, it is 
desirable to have a systematic method of ensuring the stability, robustness, and performance 
properties of the overall system. Several NN control approaches have been proposed based 
on Lyapunov stability theorem (Lim et al., 2009; Ziqian, Shih, & Qunjing, 2009). One main 
advantage of these control schemes is that the adaptive laws were derived based on the 
Lyapunov synthesis method and therefore it guarantees the stability of the under control 
system. However, some constraint conditions should be assumed in the control process, e.g., 
that the approximation error, optimal parameter vectors or higher order terms in a Taylor 
series expansion of the nonlinear control law, are bounded. Besides, the prior knowledge of 
the controlled system may be required, e.g., the external disturbance is bounded or all states 
of the controlled system are measurable. These requirements are not easy to satisfy in 
practical control applications. 
NNs in general can identify patterns according to their relationship, responding to related 
patterns with a similar output. They are trained to classify certain patterns into groups, and 
then are used to identify the new ones, which were never presented before. NNs can 
correctly identify incomplete or similar patterns; it utilizes only absolute values of input 
variables but these can differ enormously, while their relations may be the same. Likewise 
we can reason identification of unknown dependencies of the input data, which NN should 
learn. This could be regarded as a pattern abstraction, similar to the brain functionality, 
where the identification is not based on the values of variables but only relations of these. 
In the hope to capture the complexity of a process Wavelet theory has been combined with 
the NN to create Wavelet Neural Networks (WNN). The training algorithms for WNN 
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typically converge in a smaller number of iterations than the conventional NNs (Ho, Ping-
Au, & Jinhua, 2001). Unlike the sigmoid functions used in conventional NNs, the second 
layer of WNN is a wavelet form, in which the translation and dilation parameters are 
included. Thus, WNN has been proved to be better than the other NNs in that the structure 
can provide more potential to enrich the mapping relationship between inputs and outputs 
(Ho, Ping-Au, & Jinhua, 2001). Much research has been done on applications of WNNs, 
which combines the capability of artificial NNs for learning from processes and the 
capability of wavelet decomposition (Chen & Hsiao, 1999) for identification and control of 
dynamic systems (Zhang, 1997). Zhang, 1997 described a WNN for function learning and 
estimation, and the structure of this network is similar to that of the radial basis function 
network except that the radial functions are replaced by orthonormal scaling functions. Also 
in this study, the family of basis functions for the RBF network is replaced by an orthogonal 
basis (i.e., the scaling functions in the theory of wavelets) to form a WNN. WNNs offer a 
good compromise between robust implementations resulting from the redundancy 
characteristic of non-orthogonal wavelets and neural systems, and efficient functional 
representations that build on the time–frequency localization property of wavelets. 
3. Problem formulation 
Due to the rapid development of power semiconductor devices in personal computers, 
computer peripherals, and adapters, the switching power supplies are popular in modern 
industrial applications. To obtain high quality power systems, the popular control technique 
of the switching power supplies is the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) approach 
(Pressman, Billings, & Morey, 2009). By varying the duty ratio of the PWM modulator, the 
switching power supply can convert one level of electrical voltage into the desired level. 
From the control viewpoint, the controller design of the switching power supply is an 
intriguing issue, which must cope with wide input voltage and load resistance variations to 
ensure the stability in any operating condition while providing fast transient response. Over 
the past decade, there have been many different approaches proposed for PWM switching 
control design based on PI control (Alvarez-Ramirez et al., 2001), optimal control (Hsieh, 
Yen, & Juang, 2005), sliding-mode control (Vidal-Idiarte et al., 2004), fuzzy control (Vidal-
Idiarte et al., 2004), and adaptive control (Mayosky & Cancelo, 1999) techniques. However, 
most of these approaches require adequately time-consuming trial-and-error tuning 
procedure to achieve satisfactory performance for specific models; some of them cannot 
achieve satisfactory performance under the changes of operating point; and some of them 
have not given the stability analysis. The motivation of this chapter is to design an Adaptive 
Wavelet Neural Network (AWNN) control system for the Buck type switching power 
supply. The proposed AWNN control system is comprised of a NN controller and a 
compensated controller. The neural controller using a WNN is designed to mimic an ideal 
controller and a robust controller is designed to compensate for the approximation error 
between the ideal controller and the neural controller. The online adaptive laws are derived 
based on the Lyapunov stability theorem so that the stability of the system can be 
guaranteed. Finally, the proposed AWNN control scheme is applied to control a Buck type 
switching power supply. The simulated results demonstrate that the proposed AWNN 
control scheme can achieve favorable control performance; even the switching power 
supply is subjected to the input voltage and load resistance variations. 
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Among the various switching control methods, PWM which is based on fast switching and 
duty ratio control is the most widely considered one. The switching frequency is constant 
and the duty cycle, ( )U N  varies with the load resistance fluctuations at the N th sampling 
time. The output of the designed controller ( )U N  is the duty cycle.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Buck type switching power supply 
This duty cycle signal is then sent to a PWM output stage that generates the appropriate 
switching pattern for the switching power supplies. A forward switching power supply 
(Buck converter) is discussed in this study as shown in Fig. 2, where iV  and oV  are the 
input and output voltages of the converter, respectively, L  is the inductor, C  is the output 
capacitor, R  is the resistor and Q1 and Q2 are the transistors which control the converter 
circuit operating in different modes. Figure 1 shows a synchronous Buck converter. It is 
called a synchronous buck converter because transistor Q2 is switched on and off 
synchronously with the operation of the primary switch Q1. The idea of a synchronous buck 
converter is to use a MOSFET as a rectifier that has very low forward voltage drop as 
compared to a standard rectifier. By lowering the diode’s voltage drop, the overall efficiency 
for the buck converter can be improved. The synchronous rectifier (MOSFET Q2) requires a 
second PWM signal that is the complement of the primary PWM signal. Q2 is on when Q1 is 
off and vice a versa. This PWM format is called Complementary PWM. When Q1 is ON and 
Q2 is OFF, iV  generates: 
 ( )x i lostV V V= −  (1) 
where lostV  denotes the voltage drop occurring by transistors and represents the unmodeled 
dynamics in practical applications. The transistor Q2 ensures that only positive voltages are 
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applied to the output circuit while transistor Q1 provides a circulating path for inductor 
current. The output voltage can be expressed as: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
C C
L
L
x C
O C
dV t V t
C I
dt R
dI t
L U t V t V t
dt
V t V t
⎧ = −⎪⎪⎪ = −⎨⎪⎪ =⎪⎩
 (2) 
It yields to a nonlinear dynamics which must be transformed into a linear one: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 1 1 1O OO xd V t dV tV t U t V tdt LC RC dt LC= − − +  (3) 
Where, ( )xV t LC , is the control gain which is a positive constant and ( )U t  is the output of 
the controller. The control problem of Buck type switching power supplies is to control the 
duty cycle ( )U t  so that the output voltage oV  can provide a fixed voltage under the 
occurrence of the uncertainties such as the wide input voltages and load variations. The 
output error voltage vector is defined as: 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
O d
O d
V t V t
t
dV t dV t
dt dt
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
e  (4) 
where dV  is the output desired voltage. The control law of the duty cycle is determined by 
the error voltage signal in order to provide fast transient response and small overshoot in 
the output voltage. If the system parameters are well known, the following ideal controller 
would transform the original nonlinear dynamics into a linear one: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )2* 21 O d TO
x
dV t d V tL
U t V t LC LC t
V t R dt dt
⎡ ⎤= + + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
K e  (5) 
If [ ]2 1, Tk k=K  is chosen to correspond to the coefficients of a Hurwitz polynomial, which 
ensures satisfactory behavior of the close-loop linear system. It is a polynomial whose roots 
lie strictly in the open left half of the complex plane, and then the linear system would be as 
follows:  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 22 0 lim 0d e t de tk k e t          e tdt dt
t
+ + = ⇒ =
→∞
 (6) 
Since the system parameters may be unknown or perturbed, the ideal controller in (5) 
cannot be precisely implemented. However, the parameter variations of the system are 
difficult to be monitored, and the exact value of the external load disturbance is also difficult 
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to be measured in advance for practical applications. Therefore, an intuitive candidate of 
( )*U t  would be an AWNN controller (Fig. 1): 
 ( ) ( ) ( )AWNN WNN AU t U t U t= +  (7) 
Where ( )WNNU t  is a WNN controller which is rich enough to approximate the system 
parameters, and ( )AU t , is a robust controller. The WNN control is the main tracking 
controller that is used to mimic the computed control law, and the robust controller is 
designed to compensate the difference between the computed control law and the WNN 
controller. 
Now the problem is divided into two tasks: 
• How to update the parameters of WNN incrementally so that it approximates the 
system. 
• How to apply ( )AU t  to guarantee global stability while WNN is approximating the 
system during the whole process. 
The first task is not too difficult as long as WNN is equipped with enough parameters to 
approximate the system. For the second task, we need to apply the concept of a branch of 
nonlinear control theory called sliding control (Slotine & Li, 1991). This method has been 
developed to handle performance and robustness objectives. It can be applied to systems 
where the plant model and the control gain are not exactly known, but bounded. 
The robust controller is derived from Lyapunov theorem to cope all system uncertainties in 
order to guarantee a stable control. Substituting (7) into (3), we get: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 1 1 1O OO AWNN xd V t dV tV t U t V tdt LC RC dt LC= − − +  (8) 
The error equation governing the system can be obtained by combining (6) and (8), i.e. 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 *1 22 1 x WNN Ad e t de tk k e t V t U t U t U tdt dt LC+ + = − −  (9) 
4. Wavelet neural network controller 
Feed forward NNs are composed of layers of neurons in which the input layer of neurons is 
connected to the output layer of neurons through one or more layers of intermediate 
neurons. The notion of a WNN was proposed as an alternative to feed forward NNs for 
approximating arbitrary nonlinear functions based on the wavelet transform theory, and a 
back propagation algorithm was adapted for WNN training. From the point of view of 
function representation, the traditional radial basis function (RBF) networks can represent 
any function that is in the space spanned by the family of basis functions. However, the 
basis functions in the family are generally not orthogonal and are redundant. It means that 
the RBF network representation for a given function is not unique and is probably not the 
most efficient. Representing a continuous function by a weighted sum of basis functions can 
be made unique if the basis functions are orthonormal.  
It was proved that NNs can be designed to represent such expansions with desired degree 
of accuracy. NNs are used in function approximation, pattern classification and in data 
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mining but they could not characterize local features like jumps in values well. The local 
features may exist in time or frequency. Wavelets have many desired properties combined 
together like compact support, orthogonality, localization in time and frequency and fast 
algorithms. The improvement in their characterization will result in data compression and 
subsequent modification of classification tools. 
In this study a two-layer WNN (Fig. 3), which is comprised of a product layer and an output 
layer, was adopted to implement the proposed WNN controller. The standard approach in 
sliding control is to define an integrated error function which is similar to a PID function. 
The control signal ( )U t  is calculated in such way that the closed-loop system reaches a 
predefined sliding surface ( )S t  and remains on this surface. The control signal ( )U t  
required for the system to remain on this sliding surface is called the equivalent control 
( )*U t . This sliding surface is defined as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ,     0dS t e t
dt
⎛ ⎞= + >⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠= =  (10) 
where =  is a strictly positive constant. The equivalent control is given by the requirement 
( ) 0S t = , it defines a time varying hyperplane in 2ℜ  on which the tracking error vector ( )e t  
decays exponentially to zero, so that perfect tracking can be obtained asymptotically. 
Moreover, if we can maintain the following condition: 
 
( )d S t
dt
< −η  (11) 
where η is a strictly positive constant. Then ( )S t  will approach the hyperplane ( ) 0S t = in 
a finite time less than or equal to ( )S t η . In other words, by maintain the condition in 
equation (11), ( )S t  will approaches the sliding surface ( ) 0S t =  in a finite time, and then 
error, ( )e t  will converge to the origin exponentially with a time constant 1 = . If 2 0k =  and 
1k== , then it yields from (6) and (10) that: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )2
12
dS t d e t de t
k
dt dt dt
= +  (12) 
The inputs of the WNN are S  and dS dt  which in discrete domain it equals to 11S( z )−− , 
where 1z−  is a time delay. Note that the change of integrated error function 11S( z )−− , is 
utilized as an input to the WNN to avoid the noise induced by the differential of integrated 
error function dS dt . The output of the WNN is WNNU (t) . A family of wavelets will be 
constructed by translations and dilations performed on a single fixed function called the 
mother wavelet. It is very effective way to use wavelet functions with time-frequency 
localization properties. Therefore if the dilation parameter is changed, the support region 
width of the wavelet function changes, but the number of cycles doesn’t change; thus the 
first derivative of a Gaussian function 2exp 2Φ(x) x ( x )= − −  was adopted as a mother 
wavelet in this study. It may be regarded as a differentiable version of the Haar mother 
wavelet, just as the sigmoid is a differentiable version of a step function, and it has the 
universal approximation property. 
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Fig. 3. Two-layer product WNN structure. 
4.1 Input layer 
 1 1 1 1 1 1;      1 2net x y f (net ) net  , i ,
i i i i i i
= = = =  (13) 
where 1,2i =  indicates as the number of layers. 
4.2 Wavelet layer 
A family of wavelets is constructed by translations and dilations performed on the mother 
wavelet. In the mother wavelet layer each node performs a wavelet 
j
Φ  that is derived from 
its mother wavelet. For the j th node: 
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 2 : i ijj
ij
x m
net
d
−= , 22 2 2 2
1
,      1 2
j j j j j
i M
y f (net ) Φ (net )  j , ,...,n
=
= = =∏  (14) 
There are many kinds of wavelets that can be used in WNN. In this study, the first 
derivative of a Gaussian function is selected as a mother wavelet, as illustrated why. 
4.3 Output layer 
The single node in the output layer is labeled as ∑ , which computes the overall output as 
the summation of all input signals. 
 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
0 0 0 0 0,      
M
k k
k
n
net α .y y f (net ) net= = =∑  (15) 
The output of the last layer is WNNU , respectively. Then the output of a WNN can be 
represented as: 
 ( )WNN TU S,M,D,Θ Θ Γ=  (16) 
where 3 3 31 2 n
M
TΓ [y ,y ,...,y ]= , 1 2 Mn TΘ [α ,α ,...,α ]= , 1 2 Mn TM [m ,m ,...,m ]=  and 
1 2 Mn
TD [d ,d ,...,d ]= . 
5. Robust controller 
First we begin with translating a robust control problem into an optimal control problem. 
Since we know how to solve a large class of optimal control problems, this optimal control 
approach allows us to solve some robust control problems that cannot be easily solved 
otherwise. By the universal approximation theorem, there exists an optimal neural controller 
nc
U (t)  such that (Lin, 2007): 
 
nc
*ε U (t) U (t)= −  (17) 
To develop the robust controller, first, the minimum approximation error is defined as 
follows: 
 WNN
* * * * *ε U (S,M ,D ,Θ ) U (t)
*T * *Θ Γ U (t)
= −
= −
 (18) 
Where * * *M ,D ,Θ  are optimal network parameter vectors, achieve the minimum 
approximation error. After some straightforward manipulation, the error equation 
governing the closed-loop system can be obtained. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )*1 x WNN AS(t) V t U t U t U t
LC
= − −  (19) 
Define 
WNN
U  as: 
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 WNN WNN WNN WNN
* *U U (t) U (t) U (t) U (t) ε
*T TΘ Γ Θ Γ ε
= − = − −
= − −

 (20) 
For simplicity of discussion, define * *Θ Θ Θ  ;  Γ Γ Γ= − = −   to obtain a rewritten form of 
(20): 
 
WNN
*T TU Θ Γ Θ Γ ε= + −   (21) 
In this study, a method is proposed to guarantee closed-loop stability and perfect tracking 
performance, and to tune translations and dilations of the wavelets online. The linearization 
technique was employed to transform the nonlinear wavelet functions into partially linear 
form to obtain the expansion of Γ  in a Taylor series: 
 
1 1
1
2 22
y y
M Dy
y yy
Γ M D H M D
y
n
y yM
n n
M M
M D
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= = + +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦


  # # #
 (22) 
 Γ AM BD H= + +    (23) 
Where * *M M M ; D D D= − = −  ; H  is a vector of higher order terms, and: 
 1 2
T
y
ny y
MA
M M M
⎡ ⎤∂⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
…   (24) 
 1 2
T
y
ny y
MB
D D D
⎡ ⎤∂⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
…  (25) 
Substituting (23) into (21), it is revealed that: 
 
WNN
T TU (Θ Θ) Γ Θ Γ ε
T T TΘ (AM BD H) Θ Γ Θ Γ ε
T T TΘ Γ Θ AM Θ BD ψ
= + + −
= + + + + −
= + + +
  
   
  
 (26) 
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Where the lumped uncertainty T Tψ Θ Γ Θ Γ ε= + −   is assumed to be bounded by ψ ρ< , in 
which   .  is the absolute value and ρ  is a given positive constant. 
 ( ) ( )ˆρ t ρ t ρ= −  (27) 
6. Stability analysis 
System performance to be achieved by control can be characterized either as stability or 
optimality which are the most important issues in any control system. Briefly, a system is 
said to be stable if it would come to its equilibrium state after any external input, initial 
conditions, and/or disturbances which have impressed the system. An unstable system is of 
no practical value. The issue of stability is of even greater relevance when questions of safety 
and accuracy are at stake as Buck type switching power supplies. The stability test for WNN 
control systems, or lack of it, has been a subject of criticism by many control engineers in 
some control engineering literature. One of the most fundamental methods is based on 
Lyapunov’s method. It shows that the time derivative of the Lyapunov function at the 
equilibrium point is negative semi definite. One approach is to define a Lyapunov function 
and then derive the WNN controller architecture from stability conditions (Lin, Hung, & 
Hsu, 2007). 
Define a Lyapunov function as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
2
1 2 3
1
2
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
A
x x x x
V (S(t),ρ(t),Θ,M,D) S (t)
V t V t V t V t
T T TLC LC LC LCρ (t) Θ Θ M M D Dλ η η η
=
+ + + +
  
     
 (28) 
where λ , 1η , 2η  and 3η  are positive learning-rate constants. Differentiating (28) and using 
(19), it is concluded that: 
 
( )
( ) ( )
1 2 3
1
1
1 1 1 1ˆ
A x WNN A
x
x
*V S(t) V t U (t) U (t) U (t)
LC
V t
T T TLC ρ(t)ρ(t) V t Θ Θ M M D Dλ LC η η η
⎡ ⎤= − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤+ − + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

      
 (29) 
For achieving 0
A
V ≤ , the adaptive laws and the compensated controller are chosen as: 
 1Θ η S(t)Γ= , 2M η S(t)AΘ=  and 3D η S(t)BΘ=  (30) 
 ˆ sgnAU (t) ρ(t) (S(t))=  (31) 
 ρˆ(t) λ S(t)=  (32) 
If the adaptation laws of the WNN controller are chosen as (30) and the robust controller is 
designed as (31), then (29) can be rewritten as follows: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1 1 1 1
1
0
A x x x x
x
V V t S(t)ψ ρ V t S(t) V t S(t) ψ ρ V t S(t)
LC LC LC LC
      V t S(t) ψ ρ
LC
= − ≤ −
⎡ ⎤= − ≤⎣ ⎦

 (33) 
Since 0
A
V ≤ ,
A
V  is negative semi definite: 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , 0 , 0 , ,A AV S t t ,D V S ,D≤     ρ θ Μ ρ θ Μ  (34) 
Which implies that S(t) ,Θ , M  and D  are bounded. By using Barbalat’s lemma (Slotine & 
Li, 1991), it can be shown that 0t         S(t)→∞ ⇒ → . As a result, the stability of the system 
can be guaranteed. Moreover, the tracking error of the control system, e , will converge to 
zero according to 0S(t)→ . 
It can be verified that the proposed system not only guarantees the stable control 
performance of the system but also no prior knowledge of the controlled plant is required in 
the design process. Since the WNN has introduced the wavelet decomposition property into 
a general NN and the adaptation laws for the WNN controller are derived in the sense of 
Lyapunov stability, the proposed control system has two main advantages over prior ones: 
faster network convergence speed and stable control performance. 
The adaptive bound estimation algorithm in (34) is always a positive value, and tracking 
error introduced by any uncertainty, such as sensor error or accumulation of numerical 
error, will cause the estimated bound ρˆ(t)  increase unless the integrated error function S(t)  
converges quickly to zero. These results that the actuator will eventually be saturated and 
the system may be unstable. To avoid this phenomenon in practical applications, an 
estimation index I  is introduced in the bound estimation algorithm as ρˆ(t) Iλ S(t)= . If the 
magnitude of integrated error function is small than a predefined value 0S , the WNN 
controller dominates the control characteristic; therefore, the control gain of the robust 
controller is fixed as the preceding adjusted value (i.e. I 0= ). However, when the magnitude 
of integrated error function is large than the predefined value 0S , the deviation of the states 
from the reference trajectory will require a continuous updating of, which is generated by 
the estimation algorithm (i.e. 1I = ), for the robust controller to steer the system trajectory 
quickly back into the reference trajectory (Bouzari, Moradi, & Bouzari, 2008). 
7. Numerical simulation results 
In the first part of this section, AWNN results are presented to demonstrate the efficiency of 
the proposed approach. The performance of the proposed AWNN controlled system is 
compared in contrast with two controlling schemes, i.e. PID compensator and NN 
Predictive Controller (NNPC). The most obvious lack of these conventional controllers is 
that they cannot adapt themselves with the system new state variations than what they were 
designed based on at first. In this study, some parameters may be chosen as fixed constants, 
since they are not sensitive to experimental results. The principal of determining the best 
parameter values is based on the perceptual quality of the final results. We are most 
interested in four major characteristics of the closed-loop step response. They are: Rise Time: 
the time it takes for the plant output to rise beyond 90% of the desired level for the first time; 
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Overshoot: how much the peak level is higher than the steady state, normalized against the 
steady state; Settling Time: the time it takes for the system to converge to its steady state. 
Steady-state Error: the difference between the steady-state output and the desired output. 
Specifically speaking, controlling results are more preferable with the following 
characteristics:  
Rise Time, Overshoot, Settling Time and Steady-state Error: as least as possible 
7.1 AWNN controller 
Here in this part, the controlling results are completely determined by the following 
parameters which are listed in Table 1. The converter runs at a switching frequency of 20 
KHz and the controller runs at a sampling frequency of 1 KHz. Experimental cases are 
addressed as follows: Some load resistance variations with step changes are tested: 1) from 
20Ω  to 4Ω  at slope of 300ms , 2) from 4Ω  to 20Ω  at slope of 500ms , and 3) from 20Ω  to 
4Ω  at slope of 700ms . The input voltage runs between 19V and 21V  randomly. 
 
        
2.2mF 0.5mH 2 0.001 0.001 0.001 8 0.1 7 
Table 1. Simulation Parameters. 
At the first stage, the reference is chosen as a Step function with amplitude of 3 V. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage. 
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Fig. 5. Output Current. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Error Signal. 
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At the second stage, the command is a burst signal which changes from zero to 2 V with the 
period of 3 seconds and vice versa, repetitively. Results which are shown in Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 
express that the output voltage follows the command in an acceptable manner from the 
beginning. It can be seen that after each step controller learns the system better and 
therefore adapts well more. If the input command has no discontinuity, the controller can 
track the command without much settling time. Big jumps in the input command have a 
great negative impact on the controller. It means that to get a fast tracking of the input 
commands, the different states of the command must be continues or have discontinuities 
very close to each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage. 
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Fig. 8. Output Current. 
 
Fig. 9. Error Signal. 
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At the third stage, to show the well behavior of the controller, the output voltage follows the 
Chirp signal command perfectly, as it is shown in Fig. 10 to Fig. 12. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage. 
 
Fig. 11. Output Current. 
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Fig. 12. Error Signal. 
7.2 NNPC 
To compare the results with other adaptive controlling techniques, Model Predictive 
Controller (MPC) with NN as its model descriptor (or NNPC), was implemented. The name 
NNPC stems from the idea of employing an explicit NN model of the plant to be controlled 
which is used to predict the future output behavior. This technique has been widely 
adopted in industry as an effective means to deal with multivariable constrained control 
problems. This prediction capability allows solving optimal control problems on-line, where 
tracking error, namely the dierence between the predicted output and the desired reference, 
is minimized over a future horizon, possibly subject to constraints on the manipulated 
inputs and outputs. Therefore, the first stage of NNPC is to train a NN to represent the 
forward dynamics of the plant. The prediction error between the plant output and the NN 
output is used as the NN training signal (Fig. 14). The NN plant model can be trained offline 
by using the data collected from the operation of the plant.  
 
 
Fig. 13. NN Plant Model Identification. 
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The MPC method is based on the receding horizon technique. The NN model predicts the 
plant response over a specified time horizon. The predictions are used by a numerical 
optimization program to determine the control signal that minimizes the following 
performance criterion over the specified horizon: (Fig. 15) 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2
1
2
1
1 2
NN
r m
j N j
u
J y t j y t j u t j u t j
= =
′ ′= + − + + ρ + − − + −∑ ∑  (35) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 14. NNPC Block Diagram. 
where 1N , 2N , and uN  define the horizons over which the tracking error and the control 
increments are evaluated. The u′  variable is the tentative control signal, ry  is the desired 
response, and my  is the network model response. The ρ  value determines the contribution 
that the sum of the squares of the control increments has on the performance index. The 
following block diagram illustrates the MPC process. The controller consists of the NN plant 
model and the optimization block. The optimization block determines the values of u′  that 
minimize J , and then the optimal u  is input to the plant. 
 
 
2N  uN  
ρ  Hidden 
Layers 
Delayed 
Inputs 
Delayed 
Outputs 
Training Algorithm Iterations 
5 2 0.05 30 10 20 
Levenberg-Marquardt 
Optimization 
5 
 
Table 3. NNPC Simulation Parameters. 
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Fig. 15. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage of NNPC. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage of NNPC 
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7.3 PID controller 
Based on the power stages which were defined in the previous experiments, a nominal 
second-order PID compensator (controller) can be designed for the output voltage feedback 
loop, using small-signal analysis, to yield guaranteed stable performance. A generic second-
order PID compensator is considered with the following transfer function: 
 ( ) 1 2
1
R R
G z K
z z P
= + +− −  (36) 
It is assumed that sufficient information about the nominal power stage (i.e., at system 
startup) is known such that a conservative compensator design can be performed. The 
following parameters were used for system initialization of the compensator: 16.5924K = , 
1 0.0214R = , 2 15.2527R = −  and 0P = . Figure 17 shows the Bode plot of the considered PID 
compensator. The output voltages with two different reference signals are shown in Fig. 18 
and Fig. 19. As you can see it cannot get better after some times, because it is not adaptive to 
system variations, but on the other hand its convergence is quite good from the beginning.  
 
 
Fig. 17. Bode plot of the PID controller. 
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Fig. 18. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage of PID. 
 
Fig. 19. Output Voltage, Command(reference) Voltage of PID. 
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8. Conclusion 
This study presented a new robust on-line training algorithm for AWNN via a case study of 
buck converters. A review of AWNN is described and its advantages of simple design and 
fast convergence over conventional controlling techniques e.g. PID were described. Even 
though that PID may lead to a better controller, it takes a very long and complicated 
procedure to find the best parameters for a known system. However on cases with some or 
no prior information, it is practically hard to create a controller. On the other hand these PID 
controllers are not robust if the system changes. AWNN can handle controlling of systems 
without any prior information by learning it through time. For the case study of buck 
converters, the modeling and the consequent principal theorems were extracted. 
Afterwards, the Lyapunov stability analysis of the under controlled system were defined in 
a way to be robust against noise and system changes. Finally, the numerical simulations, in 
different variable conditions, were implemented and the results were extracted. In 
comparison with prior controllers which are designed for stabilizing output voltage of buck 
converters (e.g. PID and NNPC), this method is very easy to implement and also cheap to 
build while convergence is very fast. 
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